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Excerpt from IARC Press Release June 2012 
following the diesel carcinogenicity study:

Increasing environmental concerns over the past two decades have resulted in 
regulatory action in North America, Europe and elsewhere with successively 
tighter emission standards for both diesel and gasoline engines. There is a 
strong interplay between standards and technology – standards 
drive technology and new technology enables more stringent 
standards. For diesel engines, this required changes in the fuel such as 
marked decreases in sulfur content, changes in engine design to burn diesel 
fuel more efficiently and reductions in emissions through exhaust control 
technology. However, while the amount of particulates and chemicals are 
reduced with these changes, it is not yet clear how the quantitative and 
qualitative changes may translate into altered health effects; research into this 
question is needed.



Inception of HEI, ca 1980

• Henry Schacht, CEO Cummins – “Facts are friendly!”

• Sought objective and trusted sources of diesel health 
effects data to inform policy decisions

• Proposed an independent agency, half funded by 
government and industry, to define, vet and support 
health effects research to inform all interested and 
affected parties
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It’s important … and relatively subtle



How is it distributed in the lungs?







HEI was building a body of evidence of health effects 
associated with mutagenicity and possibly 
carcinogenicity of diesel exhaust exposure in the late 
1980s.
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1990 EPA and CARB rulemaking for 1994 HDD 
engines:

First significant reduction in diesel PM from 0.6 to 
0.10 g/bhp-hr … and first step in reducing fuel sulfur 
5000 ppm  500 ppm

NOx to 5.0 g/bhp-hr in 1994 and then 4.0 g/bhp-hr 
in 1998.



1993 Review -- Criticism of HEI

“… lack of relevance and timeliness in its research 
products and poor relationships with its sponsors”
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2000 EPA Heavy Duty Diesel Emissions 
Rule 

• 2007 PM  0.01 g/bhp-hr
• 2007 Fuel sulfur  15 ppm
• 2010 NOx  0.20 g/bhp-hr

Reductions from unregulated diesel emissions:
• PM    -99%
• NOx    -99%
• Fuel sulfur -99%
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So … are we done?
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• EJ + EJ

• Environmental Justice
+

• Economic Justice
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• Environmental Justice
+

• Economic Justice
(for the small/individual 

vehicle operators who can’t 
afford more)



• EJ + EJ

• International





HEI – Play on!!
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Dan – Welcome to retirement! 
Play on!!
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